YSC Fair World Sports: Your source for Fair Trade Certified Sports
Balls in Canada. (A program of the Y Service Clubs of Canada)
Product list and descriptions.

Effective January 2009.

Guarantees are against manufacturer’s defects in the stitching and bladder, with normal use.

SCHOOL QUALITY. Now with butyl bladder and a 1 year guarantee.
These are replacing the PVC covered balls since they have a longer
lasting polyurethane material (PU) that does not contain Chlorine, an
element harmful to the environment
Team. With our own colourful design. Excellent as gifts and has an
outer material of PU-150 Shine material.
Team ball

Ordering Codes: C-3,4,5 for sizes 3,4 or 5

League: Available in different colours for use in children’s leagues with
the same design as the Premier soccer ball. Same covering as the Team
balls.
Ordering Codes: L-3,4,5.
League ball.

Match/Training quality: With a special design for use as a game
ball. The outer material is of local PU Printed Shine with 4 polyester
linings and a weight of 420-440g.
Ordering codes: B-4, B-5 for sizes 4 and 5.
Match ball.

League Plus: With our new design in red for youth league play. Also
available in blue with a minimum order of 20 balls. Outer material is
local PU Printed Shine.
Ordering Codes: L+-3,4,5

League Plus ball.

Match Plus: with improved, longer lasting cover of Korean Duxon
Shine. Sizes 4 and 5 with our new design in blue. Available in red for
large orders (minimum 20 balls) Great for adult practice and teen
games and guaranteed for 1 year.
Ordering code: B+-4,5.
Match Plus ball.

Premier match quality: For adult practice and games, with a 2 year
guarantee and using a butyl bladder. Outer material is Japanese Cordley
Shine with 4 polyester linings (4), circumference 69-70 cm and weight
430-445 g.
Ordering code: A-4, A-5 for sizes 4 and 5.

Premier Match

Professional quality: Our top quality with a 2 year guarantee using a
butyl bladder. Outer material is Austrian PU Shine with air mattress
and 3 polyester linings, with a circumference 69-70 cm and weight
of 430-445g. Available in red and black or grey and black.
Ordering code: A+ (size 5 only.)

Professional

Indoor: Sizes 3,4 & 5 with outer material of Japanese Cordley Felt
Yellow and polyester linings, latex balance bladder and butyl valve.
Weight is 410-430g. Cotton filled for low bounce and ideal for

gym use, with hard surfaces.
Ordering codes: ISB-3,-4,-5.
Indoor soccer ball.

Futsal: With outer material of Korean Duxon Shine, 3 polyester
linings and butyl bladder. White cotton filling for low bounce, great
for indoor seven-a-side soccer.
Ordering codes: FUT-3,4.
Futsal ball

Pro model: The outer cover is of PU microfiber which gives a softer
touch, and is available in yellow and black
Ordering code: VB-PU.

Volleyball - Pro

Pro Beach volleyball: Outer material is made with L-150 Foamy
material and butyl bladder. It is the same size as regular volleyball
weighing 280-300g. Yellow, blue and orange colours are used.
Ordering code: BVB-L

Beach Volleyball.

Rugby Practice Balls: For dry weather, the outer material is L-150

Rugby ball.

Kid with 4 polyester linings and a latex balance bladder.
Ordering code: RBK
For wet weather, there is a ball with a pebbled, rubberized outer
material providing better grip.
Ordering code: RBR.

Footballs for practice: With a smooth PVC cover, 4 linings of
polyester and cotton and a latex balanced bladder.
Ordering code: NAF.
North American
football.

Practice Ball: Made with a rubberized composite, in orange. Ideal for
a first basketball and for practice. Child size 5 and adult size 7.
Ordering codes: BB-5, BB-7 for sizes 5 and 7.

Basketball.

Ordering:
Contact us for the latest wholesale or retail price lists.
Send in your order to
YSC Fair World Sports at davidfhall@magma.ca

